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The Golf Québec/Golf Canada membership benefits everyone!
Being a member of Golf Québec/Golf Canada is more than just having a card to participate in
tournaments and competitions. Whether you are affiliated with a club or a public golfer, everyone benefits!
Discover all the advantages of being a member of Golf Québec/Golf Canada for the 2021 season. (Video
clip in French)

GET OUT, PLAY GOLF - Follow us on Facebook and Instagram
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The SORTEZ, GOLFEZ card
It is still possible to buy SORTEZ, GOLFEZ cards! Buy yours now on www.sortezgolfez.ca.

#sortezgolfez #golfiscalling #getoutplaygolf #golfquebec

What's new?

Thank you to all our volunteers
During this 47th Volunteer Week and on behalf of the entire Golf Québec team, we would like to thank all
of our volunteers who contribute to bringing you an exceptional golf season. Thank you!

Active season in Québec
In Québec, the active season runs from April 15 to October 31 so that
the rounds played count towards the handicap. So, if golf is calling,
go ahead! Have fun and play safely!

#collectivelyresponsible
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Competitive athletes and events

News from Team Canada and our Quebecers
Returning to competition after an unfortunate knee injury, Étienne Papineau (Pinegrove/Team Canada)
tied for 25th at the Mountaineer Invitational. Olivier Ménard (Whitlock), who also plays for West Virginia
University, tied for 42nd place.

On the girls' side, Brigitte Thibault ( Rosemère/Team Canada) tied for 7th at the Fresno State Classic
while her teammate and compatriot Lory Paradis (Le Mirage) tied for 52nd. The roles were reversed at
the Mountain West Conference Championship where Lory tied for 17th while Brigitte finished 34th.

Sarah-Eve Rhéaume (Royal Québec/Team Canada) captured the individual victory at the SoCon
Womens Golf Championship.

On the professional side, Anne-Catherine Tanguay (Team Canada)
made a remarkable return to the LPGA Tour by making the cut in her
first tournament at the LOTTE Championship. (Photo by Gabe Roux)

Maude-Aimée LeBlanc tied for 22nd place at the Casino del Sol
Classic on the Symetra Tour. She is aiming for a spot on the LPGA
Tour next season.

Finally, Joey Savoie (Pinegrove/Team Canada) earned his conditional status for the 2021 season by
finishing 10th in the #4 Q-School on the Mackenzie Tour PGA TOUR Canada.

Rules of Golf

Rules according to Édouard
Start of the 2021 season in Québec: A few Rules to know

We have an exceptional spring and most of the golf courses are
open. In the next weeks, Édouard will cover the Club Captain’s
responsibilities and a few rules  that each facility must put into
effect. Read more on Golf Media-info en Ligne.

A busy week at the Masters for the Rules Committee

There was plenty of action on the course at the last Masters, and it wasn't just the players and caddies
who were busy, the referees were also busy too. Read more on Golf Media-info en Ligne.

Increase your understanding of the Rules of Golf
There has never been a better time to brush up on and improve your knowledge of the Rules of Golf. Golf
Canada’s Rules Education Program offers a fun, easy and FREE way to learn Rules of Golf basics. Read
more.

Do you need a rules book? A decisions book? Visit the Golf Canada online store.
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Tips from the PGA of Québec pros

Shawn Clement’s Wisdom in Golf Lessons
This first move in the downswing is very much a product of the right focus on a specific task that will
engage the body’s “self-preserving system” to shift weight on time and clear the hips the right amount to
find the direction we want to start the ball according to the flight plan we chose to begin with. To do this
well, we need to understand how the weight shifts from the backswing into the downswing as this will
prepare the transition to facilitate this engagement. We have such an amazing machine; all we need to do
is give it the right simple task!

2021 PGA of Québec professional tour is released
The PGA of Québec is happy to announce its 2021 tournament season. Nine events in different regions
are part of the tournament tour. Multiple types of play will be presented including a new Team
Championship. Read more.

News in brief

Change your e-mail address in two easy steps
You have been receiving our newsletter for some time? Are you about to change your e-mail address? To
avoid missing out on our communications, you should proceed in two simple steps.

1. First of all, you must delete your old address by unsubscribing. There is a link to this effect in
the footer of all our newsletters.

2. Then, simply re-subscribe on our website using your new e-mail address.

That's it!

e-Golf Québec covers the activities of the Québec Golf Federation, our sport development programs in the
province of Québec, as well as our partners' offers and activities. By subscribing, you accepted to receive
messages from Golf Québec partners provides additional funding to support good for the game initiatives
such as Golf in Schools and other junior programming. Thank you for supporting golf in Québec.
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